
Varsity 2013 was my introduction to Leeds Student Radio. I walked into the office, 24 hours before  
The Live Rugby Varsity game, and asked how it was going to stream. The plan was in place, the 
stream was ready, but it wasn’t working. So, I got my hands dirty and started to explore. Having dabbled  
with tech in community radio prior to university I was lucky enough to have some knowledge of the technical side 
of stations like LSR and having had spots presenting drivetime on community radio from age 13, I had an idea of 
what I wanted to do presenting wise as well! I was keen to get involved, and develop my skills – and learn from 
the vast array of presenting talent that LSR hosts. 
  
From Week 1, I used any excuse to visit the office; during the training weeks, where presenters were introduced to 
the new playout system for the year – M-Airlist. I taught myself the system and assisted with training, getting to 
know the ins and outs of the software and helping to deliver this training alongside the newly appointed 
committee. 
  

But, I wanted to continue to present too! I was given that opportunity almost immediately, regularly co-hosting the 
Tuesday Drive time show, The Beat, from when the station came back on air in September; reading the news, as 
well as occasionally presenting the station’s flagship news programme – Newslink. I was also getting more and 
more heavily involved in the technical side of the station – and within a month of being a member of LSR, I was 
appointed unanimously to the position of Head of Engineering – a post I continue to hold for 2014/15.   
  

Holding the position of Head of Engineering has allowed me to develop my skills significantly and has been a 
valuable opportunity for self-development. Shortly after I was appointed, we got the chance to apply for the 
University of Leeds’ Alumni ‘Footsteps Fund’. It was a certainty that LSR would bid for some investment in order to 
upgrade our aging studios, and quickly Station Manager Matt Tasker and I set to work on drawing up the bid. In 
the end, we worked up the largest Union proposal in the funds history to that point – asking for £15,110 to 
transform our previously offline only production studio into a secondary live studio, complete with CDJ 2000s, a 
Multitrack session recording facility, and a complete furniture overhaul, as well as major upgrades to our broadcast 
infrastructure and primary live studio. 
  

We were told in December just after term finished,  that the bid was successful – and from that point forward work 
began. Spending most of my Christmas (and first ever break from university) holiday in Leeds, we worked 
tirelessly to strip the production studio and prepare it, working through into January to create our new studios. The 
work is ongoing as later this summer we bring the studio and final infrastructure fully online, and roll out the 
second and final stage of the planned works, really securing LSR’s long term future, hardware wise - for the next 5 
years. I was lucky enough to be able to secure some assistance in the specification (and even hands on work) 
from some industry contacts, including one national station’s engineering team leader who came and gave us a 
hand installing one weekend!  
 

As well as this upgrade programme – I have worked on several other projects with LSR, from our ‘The 
Transmission’ event, to our Student Exec election coverage, and every major event in between – I have personally 
planned and in most cases managed the tech for these. On my birthday, Leeds hosted the Christie Cup (university 
competition between Leeds, Manchester and Sheffield) and in amongst my lunch celebrations, I implemented the 
first ever live two way link for the station- allowing the Round up programme to go live, via IP stream (with zero 
delay), and via our newly refurbished TBU, giving us two live presenters in the field at any time, as well as our 
studio pundits, all able to chat with each other with no delay. Crucial to this was training our presentation team and 
the producers on the day as  to how the equipment worked - making it as simple as possible, and supporting them 
in problem solving remotely.   
  

I have also continued to strengthen my presenting skills, moving to present the Beat on Wednesday evenings, 
continue presenting the station’s News show, as well as guesting on several shows, and after having my proposal 
for my second semester show approved – presenting my own entertainment show Wilson & McGuigan.  
  

It’s not just the presenting and engineering side of LSR that I have grown to love over the last year though - its 
getting to be part of the incredible family at the station. From day one, I felt welcomed and at home; being the only 
fresher from LSR to attend the Student Radio Awards, I got the chance to celebrate alongside the older members, 
really getting to know people from right across the station and I got to see just how much of a community student 
radio in the UK is! 
 

I’m also heavily involved with Leeds Student TV too, and have been working in my new role as Head of 
Technology at the TV Station, alongside being Head of Engineering at LSR to bring the two media societies closer 
together - sharing resources and equipment, something which I plan to develop more next year.  
 

Importantly for me too, I’ve also developed a love for the sofa in the office - having napped for many an hour on it 
over the last year; working through till 3-4am in some cases preparing for the next days OB, with Freshers Week, 
the General Election and next year’s continued refurb - I’ll be permanently installing my sleeping bag on it for the 
year ahead! 



The best way to explain the impact that Jonny has made on Leeds Student Radio is to explain the 
first time I met him. The week after fresher’s week we were preparing for our commentary coverage 
of the next day’s Varsity Rugby Union match. Having lost our Head of Engineering from the last four 
years this year I had been struggling to work out a problem with the OB stream all day. Another 
committee member introduced me to Jonny saying “he’s got some technical experience”. “Oh”, I 
said, “have you ever used this streaming programme?”. “Yes, I know it a bit”, said Jonny, “what’s the 
problem?”. Two hours later Jonny and I had deconstructed and then reconstructed the OB set up to 
find the problem, in the meantime fixing other errors I hadn’t even spotted. He broke the whole 
process down and helped me understand exactly how we were going to make it work. We’d 
discovered that rare thing, an engineer who was approachable and willing to explain things to a 
veritable simpleton like me. 
 
Of course, Jonny’s talent’s do not just cover engineering, but he is also a very strong presenter on 
air. Halfway first the first semester he stepped in to co-present our flagship drivetime show on a 
Wednesday, The Beat, after one of the presenting team had to drop out. The Beat is an 
entertainment show focusing on student life in Leeds and the Wednesday show focuses on the 
student’s union. Every week the presenting team interview a member of our student exec with 
Jonny showing the ability to do both light-hearted and serious interviews. Across the year he has 
also been involved with our news team, firstly reading bulletins on Breakfast and doing segments 
on our news show Newslink before advancing to present the show on multiple occasions. His 
development through these processes has been rapid to say the least, progressing at a rate much 
faster than other first-years. 
 
Seemingly having forsaken his degree for the real reason he came to uni, Jonny joined our 
committee in November as Head of Engineering and since has gone from strength to strength. 
Providing engineering for almost every OB of the year he also patiently explained at least a hundred 
times that the studio headphones weren’t working because somebody had turned them down. 
Always willing to lend a hand (and helped by living five minutes away from the studio) he has been 
indispensable to LSR this year. 
 
If one particular project had to be highlighted it would have to be the major studio refurbishments 
this year. We spent an unhealthy amount of time, day and night, in the studio making plans, 
messing around with cables and generally feeling stressed. The five hours spent marking out 
different ideas for the new studio desk on the floor with masking tape is the closest either of us has 
come to insanity but somehow we got through. On my own my knowledge for the technical side of 
radio simply would not have been good enough to get this project even started in the first place. 
Without Jonny it never would have got off the ground and now we have a brand new studio with a 
standard of equipment far higher than anything I’ve seen at the station in four years. From making 
the bid for funding to planning all the wiring maps and, importantly, telling me it was all going to be 
fine. Jonny has not just been as asset to Leeds Student Radio this year but an incredibly important 
component in it’s entire well-being and ability to function. To think he has achieved so much in a 
year is remarkable and it’s slightly frightening to think what he might achieve in another two. 

Matt Tasker 
Station Manager (2013/14) 


